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Independent Progr m Committee 

• It has been a challenging year for all of us, and unlike the previous years, I elected not to subject the 
membership to any surveys, because I know how I felt when I found yet another one in my mailbox. In the 

past, our surveys have provided proactive members of our group with an opportunity to work collaboratively in 
collecting and analyzing data relevant to our group that we have been able to leverage into pubUshed studies. 

• Our group has not been inactive, however. Many ofus have committed their support and data to EQIP, a 
major APDS accomplishment EQIP, an effort led by Dr. David Harrington to establish an educational outcome 
database that rs now entering beta testing. I would like to thank all the independent program directors who 

joined in that effort and I would encourage the others to learn more about it and consider joining. 
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• I am currently collecting data for a study of the relevance faculty and senior residents attribute to each of 
the over 150 new surgery milestones, thus stratifying and prtorititing the teaching and assessment of those 
skills. The objective Is to Identify and aggregate the highest-priority milestones into constructs encapsulating 
the key professional activities that we consider essential to the safe, Independent practice of surgery, as we 
have defined itin our program-specific mission statement. I will be happy to discuss the details with those who 
are interested to find out more, you can email me directly at scassaro@kdhcd.org. 

• As the chairperson of our group for the last couple of years, it has been my honor and privilege to work with 
the APDS leadership and with all of you, and I hope to be able to individually thank you in one of the virtual 
sessions of the Boston meeting. 

Sincerely, 

SebastlanoCass.aro, MD, FACS 
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